PANIPAT PREMIER LEAGUE-7
“Age doesn’t matter when Sportsman’s Spirit lies hidden inside”
PPL7 at DPS Panipat City started on 9th May 2017. Mr. Yogesh, Executive Magistrate of Samalkha, was
the Chief Guest. He was welcomed with an enchanting song by the melodious school choir and

felicitated with a token of respect by the Principal, Ms. Archna Jain.
The tournament kick-started with a match between DPS Mothers and DPS Lady Teachers. The toss was
won by DPS Teachers who opted to bat first. The air was thick with resounding cheers and slogans. Many
interesting strokes were witnessed which brought loud applause with a dash of humour. Solemn moments
flavoured with mirth were a hallmark of the match. After a captivating duel the match was won by DPS
Teachers by 23 runs. Ms Shubhani Soni was adjudged the Player of the Match.
It was closely followed by another match between DPS Yellow Tigers and DPS Green Rangers
comprising of past as well as present Dipsites. Tarun Godara, the Captain of Yellow Tigers won the toss
and opted to ball first. Amidst the cacophony of thrilled cheering the balls were smashed and the scores
escalated. Exhilarated participants presented some adrenaline-charged moments which kept the
spectators under a spell. Green rangers set a target of 153 runs in 20 overs. Annurag Aseem made 57
unbeaten runs. DPS Yellow Tigers after a sedate start put up a thrilling display of powerplay, thanks to an
unbeaten 71 by their captain Akhil Bhatia, and scampered home with 3 wickets in hand. Akhil Bhatia
who also took 2 important wickets was adjudged as the Best Bowler and Man of the Match.
Mr. Rotash Kumar from Sonepat and Mr. Trilok Singh from Panipat were the Umpires; Mr. Vineet Rana
was the Scorer and Mr. Bijender Rana, the Referee. Ms. Monica Sharma and Mr. K.K.Sangwan kept the
tempo going with their ball to ball commentary.
PPL 7 will culminate on 17th May when the finals will be played between the top 2 teams.
The Pro Vice chairman, Mr. Amit Rana and the Principal, Ms. Archna Jain congratulated the players and
appreciated the efforts of the coach, Mr. Kashmir, for conducting the match.

